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Bangorman invents retractablegutters
BY AIMEE THIBODEAU, SPECIAL SECTION MANAGING EDITOR

What do you with your gutters? Do you let the

leaves fall and watch them fill with debris, only to

know that ice dams and possible roof damage

won’t be far behind? Do you teeter atop a ladder at

the end of each summer to remove them, as you

grumble at the thought of having to return them

to their perches in the spring?

Bob Hutchins, a retired Bangor police officer, worked
as a roofer part-time throughout his police career

“People were saying over and over again, ‘What am
I going to do about my gutters?’” Hutchins said.

His response was always that, at least in Maine, you
should just take them down.

“But then I got to thinking about it ... there’s got
to be a way, and I started to messing around with
the idea,” he said.

In December 2010, he came up with plan for a
retractable gutter — one that simply slides under the
eaves once the leaves start to fall. It eliminates the
need to remove gutters each fall, and prevents them
from filling with unwanted debris and ice and snow.

He found a slide that would work, mounted it to
aluminum seamless gutters, and RGs Retractable

Gutters LLC was born. A 16-foot prototype still sits in
his basement.

“When the first leaves fall you push em back under
and let the leaves do their thing,” he said. “The same
thing when the snow starts to fly, and then when
things start to melt, slide them back out and at the end
of the day, push them back in.”

It took five years, but Hutchins patented his creation
and now has several on buildings in the Bangor area,
including at Tuffy Bear Furniture in Glenburn. Four sets
areup, includingoneprominentlyoverthemainentrance.

“They work very well if they’re maintained by the
homeowner,” Hutchins said.

If not maintained properly, as with any gutter,
the weight of fallen leaves and ice and snow can
cause them to detach, but Hutchins has implemented
a safety measure. He’s attached the actual gutter to
a small wire cable which will prevent them from
crashing down if they do become detached from the
building. He also doesn’t put them up in more than
20 foot sections.

“They’re especially handy over decks, doors and
patios,” Hutchins said, demonstrating that it only
takes a simple push with your hand (or a broom if
you’re not tall enough to reach the eaves) to slide the
gutters under the eaves.

Hutchins currently has 20 price packages, but the
gutters are approximately $11 per foot, plus
installation which is billed by the hour.

For more information,
email Hutchins at

hutchingsrgs@aol.com


